Physics 1, section 7 newsletter...Mark Zimmermann, X1665, 133 Bridge, & H9-9203, 103 MJ.
I think I have a lot of things to say...first, for the least important, quiz 1-

this one looked like a tough but good test—if you haven't done it, or didn't get very
far on it you really should tr^ to work it or a variation of it (for example, change
the initial condition on v' to v'(t = 0) = -Ru/x'/n). Answers that I got (not checked
vet with anyone else): (1) since the coordinates coincide, position vectors are the same
• = Rx. For velocity observed in the inertial frame, KHMOSOHf HHX XKK add the velocity of
the rotating frame to the puck velocity.

Xk rotating frame''

It helps a lot to draw a picture here:
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Velocity The net puck velocity is *v* = -Ru»x + Rtvy.
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(2) Well, easiest is to work in the inertial frame where motion is very simple

a straight line.
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The distance to go is 1.414R, puck's
speed is 1.414WR, so it gets back to
a distance R from the origin (in both
frames, of course) at time 1=l/l*f .
In time T, the rotating frame has turned
an angle
T= 1 radian (=57.2957795...°

for you calculator freaks), and so the

angle that the puck was observed to have moved through in the rotating frame is

S'= -l+(7T/2) radians.
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